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MARKET
OVERVIEW

My 30 years of recruitment experience
comes from the technical sector in the
UK and Australia.  I am fascinated by
how the legal sector is embracing and
recruiting the skills required in the
digital infrastructure and innovation
space.

In response to COVID all businesses
have had to develop rapidly in this area
over the past two years, and those
businesses unable to train, recruit, and
retain key staff and contractors will no
doubt struggle to maintain and grow
their businesses.

There is a significant increase in
contract and temporary work as a
permanent solution to these increasing
demands, which means temps and
contractors need to be treated well and
made to feel part of the team for them
to bring their full potential.

Staff wellness and optimisation of
people’s strengths is a priority for all
businesses, which can be supported by
brilliant leadership; identifying and
working with people effectively across
hybrid working models is a rare skill.

Salaries are rising rapidly but as always,
they are not the main motivator for
people, they are often just a temporary
bandaid for poor company goals and
leadership. Hence, counter offers never
work unless the root of the problem is
identified and worked through.

From the thousands of interviews our
consultants do every year, the feedback
we get is, to attract the best talent, start
with taking care of your own talent first,
then work out a way to replicate and
continue this with a growing team of
people.

I hope my fresh look at the legal
industry is helpful.

Virginia Williams
General Manager



We have seen yet another interesting year in the Brisbane legal market. 12 months ago, we saw

mass hiring freezes across most firms, a contrast to the exponential growth we are witnessing

in the market presently. Most firms, and practice groups within them, are securing more work

than their staff can handle.

The sheer amount of work has only intensified the demand for candidates, putting more strain

on a market that has been facing a candidate shortage since the rise of COVID in 2020. All

practice groups and all PAE levels are now affected by the shortage. 

Firms, particularly those without structured vacation clerkship and graduate programs, are

struggling to find quality candidates, even at the graduate level.

The two main drivers for candidates in this market are work-life flexibility and salaries. As

many firms will have seen, salary increases have been astronomical, particularly for those at

the more junior PAE levels. Sign-on bonuses have made a comeback, particularly for those 3

years PAE onwards (usually between $5,000 - $15,000).

Unlike last year, counteroffers are becoming a less attractive option for candidates. Most

candidates, once deciding to move, have been following through with this, even if a

counteroffer brings them a higher salary. 

On the flexibility front, firms that aren’t willing to offer work-from-home to their staff are losing

them. Candidates require flexibility as a standard. If it’s not on offer, it’s not a firm they will

consider for their next move. 

We have also seen a significant increase in corporate benefits on offer to candidates. The

primary benefit being revisited is parental leave. Several firms are now offering 26 weeks of

paid parental leave (with superannuation paid on all paid AND unpaid leave), as well as a suite

of other benefits focusing on wellbeing and mental health.
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International / Top Tier Australian / High - End Boutique 

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$80,000
$100,000
$110,000
$145,000
$170,000
$230,000
$300,000+

$100,000
$110,000
$140,000
$220,000
$230,000
$280,000

National / Mid Tier

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$70,000
$85,000
$100,000
$125,000
$160,000
$180,000
$250,000+

$85,000
$100,000
$125,000
$170,000
$210,000
$230,000

Boutique Firms (10 Partners or Less)

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$65,000
$80,000
$100,000
$115,000
$150,000
$170,000
$200,000+

$80,000
$95,000
$120,000
$150,000
$180,000
$200,000

$ FROM $ TO
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BRISBANE
LEGAL SUPPORT

SALARY OVERVIEW

Job Title
Junior Legal Secretary
Intermediate Legal Secretary
Senior Legal Secetary
Legal Receptionist
Paralegal

LOW
$45,000
$65,000
$80,000
$55,000
$65,000

Permanent

MID
$55,000
$70,000
$85,000
$60,000
$70,000

HIGH
$65,000
$75,000
$90,000
$70,000
$80,000

Much like in the legal professional space, the Brisbane

legal support market has seen a high demand for staff

over the past 12 months. In the face of an experienced

candidate shortage, salaries have had to move

significantly to combat this.

 

On the candidate front, we have seen work-from-home

hybrid roles become more commonplace, and

candidates begin demanding more flexibility in their

hours.

Due to the high demand for talent, it is becoming

increasingly standard for candidates to receive

multiple offers. This has accelerated the hiring process,

as employers are responding by moving through the

interview and offer stage faster to secure staff.

Whilst the demand for legal support staff has grown

across the board, we have seen a considerable demand

for conveyancing paralegals, property secretaries, and

insurance litigation secretaries.   
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The 2020/2021 financial year began with Sydney in lockdown. In spite of this, firms in Sydney were busy

with new roles and replacement roles due to lawyers making the move to overseas jurisdictions. With

law firms in the UK and USA lifting recruitment freezes, many of the top firms regained an appetite for

hiring foreign qualified lawyers. 

The lengthy lockdown in New South Wales saw law firms become quite adept at managing, leading, and

mentoring a remote workforce. Additionally, many moved their recruitment and onboarding processes

online. As a result of the lockdowns, most law firms implemented a hybrid work week. Flexibility and the

option to work from home are now priorities for candidates when moving firms. If law firms are not

agile and do not offer flexibility, they will lose the talent war which is now being waged. 

The legal market is once again very candidate short, with law firms trying to retain staff with out-of-

cycle salary increases, bonuses, and changes to parental leave policies. The major law firms are

offering more secondments (client, interstate, and international), and we even saw a few firms give all

their staff salary increases of 10%-15% in late 2021. Practice areas in the greatest demand are

corporate/mergers & acquisitions, financial services, investment funds, employment,

construction/infrastructure, insurance/professional indemnity, commercial disputes, and real estate. 

To attract top talent, law firms have been offering generous salaries and substantial sign-on bonuses

for their lateral hires. It is well and truly a candidate market, and it has never been a better time to

move. Candidates will have multiple offers and are spoilt for choice. The law firms that are winning the

talent war are those that have a seamless recruitment process, have a strong reputation in the

marketplace regarding their culture and values, and are offering flexibility and top-of-the-market

remuneration. 

Enquiries by candidates for in-house and government opportunities continue to rise as many lawyers

are wanting to explore the world outside of private practice due to burnout and the desire to move away

from the dreaded timesheets. Contract opportunities have been increasing, however, the strong

preference for stability and permanence does make contracting less attractive for many lawyers. 

All in all, it’s been a very busy financial year with law firms only getting busier and the demand for legal

services growing. 
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International / Top Tier Australian / High - End Boutique 

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$105,000
$110,000
$120,000
$150,000
$165,000
$280,000
$400,000+

$110,000
$130,000
$150,000
$165,000
$270,000
$400,000

National / Mid Tier

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$90,000
$100,000
$110,000
$150,000
$160,000
$200,000
$300,000+

$100,000
$110,000
$150,000
$180,000
$260,000
$360,000

Boutique Firms (10 Partners or Less)

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$75,000
$85,000
$100,000
$125,000
$130,000
$200,000
$240,000+

$85,000
$95,000
$130,000
$160,000
$185,000
$280,000

SUBJECT:

$ FROM $ TO
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Permanant 

Job Title
Legal Administrator
Junior Legal Secretary
Intermediate Legal Secretary
Senior Legal Secetary
Legal Receptionist
Paralegal

LOW
$55,000
$60,000
$65,000
$80,000
$55,000
$65,000

MID
$60,000
$65,000
$75,000
$90,000
$65,000
$75,000

HIGH
$65,000
$70,000
$80,000
$100,000
$75,000
$85,000

Over the past 12 months, the Sydney legal
support market has found itself short of
experienced candidates and very
competitive. Firms with active vacancies
have not been seeing the application flow
they are used to, and the candidates they
are attracting are often considering several
options. We have seen clients who move
quickly on the market and move quickly
through the application process have the
most success.

Remuneration in the legal support space
has increased in line with the short supply
of candidates, with senior-level salaries
rising past the $100,000 mark. Flexibility,
work-from-home opportunities and
guaranteed reviews and progression are
also being offered to secure talent.

Through COVID we saw candidates
continually demonstrate their ability to
work from home. Firms, though, are still
pushing for a return to the office to
encourage culture and collaboration.

The good news for the legal support space
is that working holiday visa holders are now
eligible to work for up to 12 months with one
employer. This will see skilled support staff
come over and assist in a long-term
capacity with those firms who are flexible
to the arrangement.

 
To combat this market, skill similarity is
being considered more and more. Firms
have been prioritising administrative
experience, making them more open to
hiring students and candidates without
legal experience.
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As the 2021-2022 financial year concludes, the legal market in Melbourne is continuing to

thrive. We have transitioned from a consistent to an extremely active market where we

have seen an increasing demand for lawyers across top, mid-tier, and boutique firms. This

has meant most firms are competing in a war for talent. 

We are once again seeing high demand for senior lawyers across family law, wills &

estates, and corporate law/mergers and acquisitions. 

Similarly, demand has also increased for lawyers across all levels in finance, property,

front and back-end construction, planning and environment, employment, and in all areas

of defendant and plaintiff personal injury insurance, including public liability and

professional indemnity. 

Senior lawyers with a portable practice and strong referral networks and client

relationships in any area will continue to find themselves with multiple offers, as boutique

and mid-tier firms strive to consolidate and build their businesses. 

In 2021, there was a steady increase of lawyers wishing to go in-house, which we have seen

continue into 2022. The nature of no billable hours and the opportunity to get involved

with the commercial aspects of a business makes this move an attractive option for

candidates. 

In the post-COVID market, we have also seen a demand from employees to continue to

work in a hybrid model. The nature of family-friendly working policies, flexibility, remote

access, and reduced hours seems to have been somewhat of a catalyst for lawyers looking

to move firms. Bonus structures increase base salaries for strong and top performers, and

access to clearer paths to partnerships have bolstered private practices' appeal. 
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International / Top Tier Australian / High - End Boutique 

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$85,000
$95,000
$105,000
$125,000
$140,000
$180,000
$350,000+

$105,000
$115,000
$140,000
$180,000
$250,000
$350,000

National / Mid Tier

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$75,000
$80,000
$95,000
$120,000
$140,000
$200,000
$250,000+

$95,000
$105,000
$125,000
$170,000
$180,000
$250,000

Boutique Firms (10 Partners or Less)

1 year PAE
2 years PAE
3-4 years PAE
5 years PAE
Senior Associate 1-5
Special Counsel
Salaried Partner

$60,000
$65,000
$80,000
$95,000
$120,000
$140,000
$250,000+

$75,000
$85,000
$125,000
$125,000
$140,000
$170,000

$ FROM $ TO
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Permanant 

Job Title
Legal Administrator
Junior Legal Secretary
Intermediate Legal
Secretary
Senior Legal Secetary
Legal Receptionist
Paralegal

LOW
$52,000
$55,000

 
$65,000
$80,000
$55,000
$65,000

MID
$55,000
$65,000

 
$70,000
$90,000
$65,000
$70,000

HIGH
$60,000
$70,000

 
$80,000
$100,000
$75,000
$80,000

Melbourne
Legal Support Overview

The Melbourne legal support market is continuing to be highly
competitive, with unprecedented demand for legal support staff
across the board. Most firms are performing strongly, leading to
newly created roles and a shift to fill more temporary positions. 

The legal support market remains extremely candidate short and
fast-paced, with many candidates receiving several offers. In line
with the candidate short market, firms are moving to offer stage
sooner, and salaries have increased to secure talent. 

Firms are re-evaluating their Employee Value Proposition programs
as the war for talent becomes increasingly challenging. More firms
have moved to the hybrid/remote working model and are offering
flexible work arrangements for their employees. Work/life balance
has become one of the main motivators for candidates, along with
the traditional scope for growth and development, and we are
seeing more legal support candidates requesting part-time
opportunities. 

In the post-COVID market, there has been an influx of opportunities
within family law, conveyancing, property law, and litigation. 
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Forensic Technology/
eDiscovery Overview

2022 sees growth yet again in the eDiscovery/

Forensic Technology industry, with demand for

strong talent across these industries at a peak.

Competition for talent is higher than ever, with

the onus on firms to make the interview

process a two-way street and move quickly

through the recruitment process. 

2022 also sees a shift beyond traditional

motivators for movement, like salary and

promotion. Instead, we have seen the biggest

emphasis over the last year be the opportunity

for hybrid/remote working conditions, with

many calling this their ‘deal breaker’. 

Another non-negotiable we have seen is the

ability to limit overtime. While most are open

to overtime in line with the demands of clients,

they have no wish to look at roles that have an

expectation of working overtime consistently

and are looking for work/life balance. For this

reason, government roles are becoming more

attractive for some seasoned professionals. 

This year we have seen an approximate

increase of 10% in salary expectations across

this space, a trend we expect to continue.

Furthermore, we are seeing sign-on bonuses

and bonus schemes (even at the junior level)

become more commonplace. We have

witnessed the inclusion of excellent benefits,

including parental leave, ongoing learning

support, and health and wellbeing be offered

more to candidates. Through this, we are

finding that the higher salary expectations are

also resulting in higher expectations for

candidates, making accountability and

work/life balance at times, difficult. 

Candidates are seeking to grow within this
industry, looking favourably on
opportunities  that go beyond traditional
eDiscovery project management. Instead,
they are looking to take on more technical
training in the field as well as training
across streams including Digital Forensics,
Cyber and Data Analytics. For many, strong
mentorship/management and career
counselling are now non-negotiable. 

As the demand for large pools of lawyers
with document review experience is hotter
than ever, competition between clients is
the highest we have ever seen. As a result,
we have built a large pool or experienced
reviewers/ lawyers around the country able
to work not only in-house but also remotely. 

1 1



Document Review
Analyst/Team Leader

eDiscovery Analyst

Review Manager

Consultant

Senior Consultant

Manager

Senior Manager

Technical Consultant

Data Processing Analyst

Forensic Analyst

Forensic
Consultant/Manager

Forensic Director/Senior
Director

Low

$65,000

$70,000

$90,000

$90,000

$140,000

$170,000

$190,000

$85,000

$70,000

$70,000

$110,000

$190,000

Mid

$75,000

$90,000

$130,000

$120,000

$170,000

$200,000

$220,000

$140,000

$90,000

$90,000

$140,000

$220,000

High

$90,000

$110,000

$165,000

$140,000

$200,000

$220,000

$240,000

$180,000

$110,000

$110,000

$180,000

$240,000

Permanent

Job Title
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Job Title

NSW
Risk Management
Operational Risk Manager
Risk Analyst
Anti-Money Laundering Analyst
Compliance
Compliance Manager
Compliance Analyst

QLD
Risk Management
Operational Risk Manager
Risk Analyst
Compliance
Compliance Manager
Compliance Analyst

VIC
Risk Management
Operational Risk Manager
Risk Analyst
Compliance
Compliance Manager
Compliance Analyst

Guide
 
 
 

$150,00 - $270,000
$100,000 - $150,000
$80,000 - $140,000

 
$150,000-$270,000
$90,000-$150,000

 
 
 

$140,00-$220,000
$95,000 - $130,000

 
$145,000-$240,000
$90,000-$150,000

 
 
 

$140,00-$220,000
$95,000 - $130,000

 
$145,000-$240,000
$90,000-$150,000

Average
 
 
 

$220,000
$130,000
$120,000

 
$200,000
$130,000

 
 
 

$200,000
$130,000

 
$170,000
$120,000

 
 
 

$200,000
$130,000

 
$165,000
$120,000

The importance of governance, risk and

compliance is at its highest across all

industries in Australia. On a global scale,

risks are changing rapidly with technology.

For example, the area of cyber security and

cybercrime is now of paramount importance,

as is innovation. Managing risks

systematically and proactively to overcome

challenges that arise has become imperative

for all organisations, otherwise business

objectives and business growth will not be

achieved. 

Additionally, workplace compliance is

becoming increasingly complex, particularly

when it comes to the physical and social safety

of people at work. As a result, organisations are

quickly embracing compliance, risk

management and training programmes. 

The ability to recruit the right people into

governance, risk and compliance roles is

paramount. The need for experienced and

qualified candidates will only increase with

time. 

G O V E R N A N C E  R I S K  A N D
C O M P L I A N C E  O V E R V I E W
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Brisbane
07 3231 1200

Sydney
02 8227 7200

Melbourne
03 8602 7400
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empiregroup.com.au

https://goo.gl/maps/wBycHAgskHv

